Fördert Kunst durch Bildung und Entwicklung
DIDGERIDOO WORKSHOP

The workshop on sunday is aimed to give
good basics for all levels of playing.
Pointing to some already known skills
from a different angle, but also giving
some completely new methods of
approaching the didgeridoo.

mit Dubravko Lapaine
S0 19.10.14, 11:00-17:00

Park Royal, Parkallee 2
2334 Vösendorf
Eingang 100m nach dem Haupteingang in
die Pyramide Vösendorf
Dubravko Lapaine is a Croatian-based
didgeridoo musician and composer – one of
the most revered didgeridoo performers in
the world. He has been coherently
developing new ways of playing. New
definitions and fusion genres are needed to
trace Lapaine’s music – ancient trance,
meditative experimental, power ambient,
storytelling instrumental, ethereal Balkan
minimalism, polyrhythmic acoustic chillout,
earth&cosmic beat, heavy melodic drone,
solo orchestral, and even spiritual space
metal.
www.lapaine.com

Get an impression on his live concert
at the CULTIVA on Saturday, 18th of
October, 15:00-16:00.
http://cultiva.at/index.php/de/party#lap
aine

Topics, roughly put in parts will be:
- How to form really rich and powerful
drone and trumpet tones- where is the
secret of the quality of the note?
- Basic motorics of didgeridoo playingessential movements of the inner body for
powerful and expressive playing- how to
make difficult simple by the right
movement?
- Didgeridoo orchestra- basics of parallel
playing - how it is done?
- Exercises for strengthening body and
extending control of didgeridoo playinghow to play what we really want to play
and not what happens by accident?
- Open questions- what you couldn't have
asked your mom and dad...or uncle..;-)
Es sind Leihinstrumente der Firma
Drumparam vorhanden.
Inhaber Norbert Schmid bietet Djemben und
Hempstone Didgeridoos aus eigener
Produktion:
http://www.drumparam.at/galhempdidg.html

Preis pro Person u. Workshop € 75.Einzahlung auf Konto Verein KUBILE
Raiffeisenbank Lafnitz Rohrbach
IBAN: AT29 3810 8000 0201 4363
BIC: RZSTAT2G108

Anmeldung art@kubile.org
oder bei Karin Bindu 0676 7505574

Verein Kubile, A-8233 Lafnitz 120, Mobil: 0676 7505574, art@kubile.org, www.kubile.org
ZVR: 204445992

